CREED ONE
CREED ONE is the BEP20 token uniting Creed Finance ecosystem assets all in one place
for greater exposure and to provide additional value on the assets. CR1 will work on its own
dapps such as staking and games. Main goal of the project will be building a payment
platform and adding CR1 as a payment tool to current and future payment platforms.
CR1 aims to build and maintain a strong store of value through self-supporting contract.
Internal income tools such as staking Dapps, nfts, games and external income tools such as
investing other crypto assets, real world assets are going to play a major factor on CR1
success.
Low supply of CR1 will make decimals matter in the future. Auto buybacks and manual
buybacks will decrease the supply until 10,000,000 CR1. Manual buybacks through external
incomes will keep on and the community will determine how to proceed.
CR1 is designed to target $1 price for each. Each and every member of the community will
be supporting each other to reach the first target and set higher targets to reach.
TOKENOMICS

60,000,000 total supply
-

50,000,000 CR1 liqudity will be added pancakeswap on launch day.

-

3,000,000 Tron backup shares will be held in a wallet to be distributed to CREED,
CFB, CREEDX, CMOB and Creedx Trillionares shares as stated onTron Backup
Plan. excluded from reflections.

-

2,000,000 CR1 team shares will be held by the team to be used on marketing.
Included for reflections.

-

5,000,000 CR1 supporter share will be the ICO amount as stated on the ICO plan.

60,000,000 total supply will work on a smart contract on following features:
3% auto liqudity
- to sustain a growing liqudity pool
1% buy-back and burn
- to decrease the supply and increase the value
- will stop at 10,000,000 CR1 supply and 1% will be added to NFT staking pool
2% reflection
- to reward holders
2% external investment funds
- 1% to buy-back more and provide additional value by burning the amount bought
- 1% to NFT staking pool
1% marketing funds
- to use on marketing purposes such as advertisements, listing and events
1% developers
- to be used on building innovations such as games, payment adjustments and
blockchain
ICO PLAN
5,000,000 CR1 will be sold as followed:
1st Phase
2,000,000 will be sold to CREED assets owners only
$5 = 1,000 CR1
To be eligibale at this phase participants should have at least one of the amounts below:
-

1 CFB
500 CREED
200B CREEDX TRC20 or 1B CREEDX BEP20
100 CMOB
1 Share on Trillionaires Club

*participants of this phase will be asked to send 10 TRX from the account holding the
required assets.

2nd Phase
3,000,000 CR1 will be sold to any participants
$10 = 1,000 CR1
*90% of all amounts gathered through ICO will be added to pancakeswap liquidity.
*Unsold CR1 will be added to team share.
*ICO amount will be distributed as follows on each supply:
10% before launch
10% 55,000,000 total supply
10% 50,000,000 total supply
20% 40,000,000 total supply
20% 30,000,000 total supply
30% 20,000,000 total supply
3rd Phase
1,000 BEAST NFT will be created. Please read the BEAST NFT section for more info.
250 BEAST NFT will be sold
1 BEAST NFT = $50
*90% off all amount gathered will be added to Pancakeswap liquidity for CR1
*Unsold BEAST NFTs will be auctioned at a $100 minimum starting price after launch.
TRON BACKUP PLAN
3,000,000 CR1 will be used to backup other assets of the CREED ecosystem. The total
amount will be reserved and distributed to asset owners as follow:
1 CFB = 2000 CR1
1 CREED = 1 CR1
1 CMOB = 5 CR1
100B CREEDX TRC20 = 450 CR1
1B CREEDX BEP20 = 300 CR1
1 Trillionaires Club Share = 15 CR1
Owners of the assets can exchange their assets to CR1 until launch. The amounts are
subject to change after launch at a lower rate. Owners of Tron assets may decide not to
swap. Their share will remain locked. The amount of CR1 not swapped will be added on
liqudity or will get burned.
The exchanged amount will be reserved for that person and distributed as follows:
10% before launch

10% 55,000,000 total supply
10% 50,000,000 total supply
20% 40,000,000 total supply
20% 30,000,000 total supply
30% 20,000,000 total supply
*If the exchange is executed after launch 10% of the amount will be directly paid.
*Depending on supply level more % of the amount is directly paid.
*The amount of the exchange rate to CR1 is subject to lower after launch.
BEAST NFT
1,000 BEAST NFT will be minted and holders will vote for projects' future decisions. 250 will
be up for sale on ICO 3rd Phase. The remaining BEAST NFTs will be sold via auctions with
a starting price of $100. The income from NFT auctions will be distributed as follows:
- 60% will be added to BEAST NFT rewards pool
- 20% will be used to buy CR1 for BEAST NFT rewards pool
- 10% will be used to invest on external projects
- 10% team share
BEAST NFTs will be used for staking/mining BNB/BUSD/CR1
-1% of every CR1 transaction will be added to rewards pool for staking in BNB or BUSD or
CR1
-60% of every BEATS NFT auction
EXTERNAL INVESTMENTS PLAN
The amount gathered to invest on external projects will be used to invest in crypto assets
and real world assets. Any profit from those investments will be used to buy back CR1 and
increase the value. All investments will be considered as CREED assets and decisions on
the future of those investments will be voted by the community.
DISCLAIMER
CREED TEAM holds no responsibility for the price reactions. Their role is to govern the
token with the community. Every participant in this project accepts their own risk in crypto.

